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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an obstacle detection system for the visually
impaired to use with a walking stick. The system in this work can
find obstacles applying the depth discontinuities Pixel-to-Pixel
(P2P) stereo algorithm which is one of the Intensity-based Stereo
Matching (ISM) techniques in stereo vision that can find objects
with featureless surface such as whiteboard, door, etc. However,
the ISM technique is time consuming and not fast enough for realtime usage. Applying parallel computing using Message Passing
Interface (MPI) helps reduce the computing time and enables realtime usage. In this work, we estimate the distance between objects
and the visually impaired by applying the V-disparity. Our system
can accurately detect objects within the range of 5 meters using
12-centimeter based-line low-cost webcams.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.10 [Vision and Scene Understanding]: video analysis

General Terms
Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Normally, a visually impaired person walks to places using a
walking stick for checking obstacles, especially which lie on the
floor. However, visually impaired people still often get accidents
because of hung signs, floating objects, a protection extending
from the eaves against rain or sun usually found in Asia, tree
branches sticking out into the walk way, etc. A walking stick with
an ultrasonic sensor detecting obstacles was made to warn the
visually impaired [1]. However, it can only detect whether there
are obstacles ahead but cannot inform the distance, size and
position of the objects.
There are several inventions using ultrasonic or infrared devices
attached to walking sticks and glasses, in order to find the object
distance. Although they can detect whether there are obstacles in
the current surrounding environments and find the distances, they
do not provide sufficient information to enable the visually
impaired to continue their journey. The important information
lacked is the size.
Stereo vision technology can help solving the problem by finding
the distance between the object to the stereo cameras, and the

object’s size and position. The accuracy of information depends
on the light condition and stereo vision technique.
Electro Neural Vision System (ENVS) [5] is an application of
stereo vision for the visually impaired that presents the obstacles
and distances via different signals alerting at their ten figures. If
the object is close, a high frequency signal will be used. Likewise,
if the object is far away, a lower frequency signal will be sent. By
this way, the visually impaired can walk to places and avoid
obstacles by themselves. However, the Feature-based stereo
matching (FSM) techniques [5] used in the ENVS, although can
be quickly processed, cannot detect objects with featureless
surface which cause dangers to the visually impaired.
On the other hand, the Intensity-based Stereo Matching (ISM)
[10] techniques can detect featureless objects. However, there are
also problems in applying the techniques in real time due to
complex and time consuming image processing techniques and
processes, especially when more accuracy is required. However,
no reports about using parallel computing with the ISM
techniques to reduce computing time have been found.
Parallel computing technology can help reducing the processing
time at some parts of stereo vision, i.e., finding the image edges
and scan line matching. Message Passing Interface (MPI) [12]
offers a parallel programming interface specification that supports
several platforms and can specify the number of processes at run
time.
Our work applies parallel computing using MPI and of-the-shelf
multi-core computers with the Intensity-based Stereo Matching
(ISM) techniques [10] in order to reduce computing time. We also
investigate for suitable calibration of our low-cost stereo cameras
using webcams for supporting walking journeys of the visually
impaired.
This paper presents an obstacle detection system for the visually
impaired to use with a walking stick. The system finds obstacles
applying the depth discontinuities Pixel-to-Pixel (P2P) stereo
algorithm [7][8] of the ISM techniques that can detect featureless
surface objects and estimate the object distance using V-disparity
[9].
The next section presents the background knowledge of stereo
vision. The third section describes system design including system
overview, low-cost stereo cameras, object distance estimation,
enhancing P2P using MPI, and limitations. The final section will
be conclusions and future work.

2. STEREO VISION
The stereo vision system imitates the visual perception of human
being by processing images from a pair of cameras. The human
being’s vision is 3-Dimentional
Dimentional (3D). Human beings
being can perceive
the object’s size and position, and the distance between an object
and themselves. Likewise, in the stereo
reo vision system, the 3D
images can be processed in order to find an object’s size, position
and distance.

Figure 1. System
ystem usage overview.

In this work, we apply stereo disparity to find the depth of the
images. The method to find the images’ disparity can be classified
into two categories [11].
•

Intensity-based Stereo Matching
atching techniques (ISM)

•

Feature-based Stereo Matching
atching techniques (FSM)

In ISM techniques, the matching process is directly applied to the
intensity profiles of the two images. In FSM techniques, features
are first extracted from the images and the matching process is
applied to the features. In this research, we are interested in the
ISM techniques as they match corresponding pixels using the
image intensity that can find the disparity even in the case of
featureless surface objects. For our work, the most appropriate
and recognized algorithm for processing the image disparity in the
ISM techniques is the Depth Discontinuities by Pixel-to-Pixel
Stereo (P2P) by Birchfield and Tomasi [7][8]
[8] as it appears as one
of the OpenCV functions [14] and the source code can be down
loaded freely.
In the P2P algorithm, there
ere are two processes, scan line matching
and post-process. Scan line matching is a process to match
corresponding pixels on left and right images on the same scan
lines. In each scan line, processes match corresponding pixels
independently from one another. The post-process
process is a process to
exchange data between the scan lines in order to select the best
disparity image. This post-process
process concerns processing data
across
cross rows and columns and is not suitable for applying parallel
programming. When running the P2P algorithm sequentially on a
computer with the following specification, Intel® CoreTM 2 Dual
6320 1.86 GHz 1010.7 MB RAM, running on the Linux operation
system kernel 2.6.26, at the maximum disparity of 100 and the
image size 320x240 pixels, the average computing times aare 1.168
seconds for the scan line matching process and 0.165 second for
the post-process. As a result, thee scan line matching process took
most computing time or about 70%. Therefore, we focus on scan
line matching in this work.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 2.. Stereo vision processes
Figure 2 shows the stereo vision processes. First, the color images
from left and right cameras will be transformed into gray level
image for faster processing and reducing unnecessary information.
Thee disparity image created by the P2P algorithm is a binary
image containing pixels that inform the relationship between left
and right images. The disparity image is used to find the VV
disparity image which is the summary of the disparity values in
each scan
an lines. After that, the next process is finding depth lines
from the V-disparity
disparity image using the Hough transform algorithm.
Then, comparing the lines with the V-disparity can inform the
object distances.

3.2 Low-cost Stereo Cameras
C
As normal standard stereo cameras for general stereo vision
systems are rather expensive, we appl
applied a pair of much cheaper
web cams to be stereo cameras.
cameras These low-cost stereo cameras,
however, are less accuratee than the standard ones and may
ma
produce more noises.
Our stereo cameras are Logitech QuickCam webcams for
Notebooks Pro [15].. As we want to attach the stereo
s
cameras at
the head of the visually impaired like wearing glasses or a helmet,
the distance of the base line should not be more than the diameter
of the head. In our work, we specify the maximum diameter to be
not
ot more than 12 centimeters which is the average head size. The
design of the stereo cameras is as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4
shows how they look like.

This section describes our stereo vision system for the visually
impaired as follows.

3.1 System Overview
For the safety of the visually impaired, this object detection
system is required to give warnings to the visually impaired when
there are obstacles in the distance of 10 meters
meter ahead as shown in
Figure 1.. However, the most critical distance is between 1 meter
and 6 meterss that is out of the walking sti
stick’s range and far
enough to cover dangerous areas while walking so that the
visually impaired can avoid obstacles. This system is not to
replace the walking stick but aims to be used with the walking
stick in order to provide more confidence with the tool they are
used to.
Figure 3. Design of our stereo cameras

Table 1. Matches between real object distances and pixel
positions from the V-disparity
disparity by finding the medium
Object distance (meters)
Figure 4. Our stereo camerass using webcams
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The disparity image created by the P2P algorithm is a binary
image that contains corresponding pixels of left and right images.
The V-disparity
disparity image is calculated from the summation of the
disparities in each scan line. Each vertical straight line in Vdisparity
sparity image presents a depth distance. The Hough transform
algorithm is then used for finding depth lines from the V-disparity
V
image. Finally, the distance information in the depth line will be
compared with the V-disparity
disparity in order to find the object distance.
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Calibration and Distance Estimation
4.1.1 Stereo camera calibration
The V-disparity image transformed from the disparity image
contains several straight lines. Each straight line has its length
equals to the height of the associated object from the disparity
image and is far from the left edge with an inverse
nverse variation to the
distance from the stereo camerass to the object. We can find the
distance to the object from the straight line from the V-disparity
by comparing with the distancee of the object measured for
comparison in prior experiments.
Table 1 shows the relationship between the object distances and
V-disparity line pixel positions (minimum,
minimum, medium and
maximum). Each distance range refers to the prior testing dataset.
The data is processed to find the medium for distance estimation.
The matches between object distances and pixel positions in the
V-disparity can be estimated by the 6th order polynomial equation
shown in Equation 1. Figure 5 showss a graph plotting to fit
Equation 1 using the medium dataset. In Equation 1, d is the
distance to the obstacle and x is the value of the vertical line from
the x axis in the V-disparity.

Figure 5. Graph shows the medium dataset fit for a 6th order
polynomial equation.
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4.1.2 Object distance estimation
estimati
In order to estimate the object distance, we use the V
V-disparity
from the P2P algorithm to find straight lines using the openCV
function cvHoughLine that gives 2 sequence
sequen pairs which are the
beginning and ending sequence pairs of the straight lines. The
value in the x axis represents the object depth and is used for
replacing the variable x in Equation 1 in order to find the object
distance. Currently, our system can find object distances within
the range of 5 meters from the stereo cameras.

4.2 Enhancing P2P using MPI
Nowadays, multi-core
core computers are produced and sold widely in
the market, i.e., Intel Core 2 Duo, Intel CORE i7, AMD Phenom,
AMD Athlon64 X2, etc. In order to fully utilize the CPU, parallel
computing technique iss needed. In this work, we applied the
parallel computing using MPI (MPICH implementation) to help
reduce the computing time. In our work, we use the ch_shmem
device of the MPICH [13] that is suitable for the symmetric
multiprocessors (SMPs) architecture used in the 2-core
2
PC
notebook.
The workflow of scan line matching process is suitable for
parallelism because it independently computes each scan line.
Figure 6 shows the example of the data distribution in the scan
line matching process of the P2P algorithm. For each image frame
in the scan line matching process,
process we divide left and right image
data into two segments and then distribute them to be separately
processed in two processes.. The first process computes
compute the top left
and right image data, and the second process computes
compute the bottom
left and right. After we combine the outputs and create a disparity
image.
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